A unified Platform for Enhancing Security Operations with Threat
Intelligence Integration, Security Orchestration, Automated
Response and Threat Hunting

It has been nearly two decades when the Security Operations Centre
were born at the launch of SIEM tools. While the role of People and
Processes have continue to be critical and has evolved with time, the
tools have shown paradigm shift to include various other elements
beyond an SIEM. The most recent ones to expand the landscape of
tools include, Threat Intelligence Platform to ingest multiple threat feeds
facilitating enrichment of the Events reported by SIEM, and then SOAR
with Threat Hunting for the Event Triage. QOS Managed Incident
(MIR) Platform is a unified platform that substantiates existing SIEM
solution to include all the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Threat Intelligence Platform
IOCs Aggregation Risk Scores
Multi-Tenancy for the Threat Feeds Integration
Incident Response Playbooks
Security Orchestration and Automated Response
Threat Hunting
ELK Plug-ins
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t(detect) + t(response) ≤ t(attack)

MRTI

SOAR

MRTI – Machine Readable Threat Intelligence
SOAR – Security Orchestration and Automated Response

Figure 1: Equation with inequality for SOC

SOC Empirical Relationship
•
•

•

t(detect) : The time taken by the SOC systems to detect the event
either as Indicator of Attack (IOA) or Indicator of Pivot (IOP).
t(respond): The time taken by the SOC systems to Respond to the
IOA/IOP with the Attack Triage, such that the security controls are
either updated or reconfigured to mitigate the high risk attacks. If
the risk score of the IOA/IOP is medium then create a Threat
Hunting tickets for the Analysts to further investigate. And, if the
score is low then place the event in the long-short memory
datasets of the engine.
t(attack): The time taken by an Attack to thrive or succeed
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Managed Incident Response Platform helps in reducing the t(response)
and thus plays an important role in satisfying the SOC Empirical
Relationship with inequality of 3 variables.
With the Managed Incident Response platform, we enable your security
operations to respond swiftly to the cyber incidents and with better
consistency irrespective of the time or day of the week. Our team with
decades of experience in handling the blue team function have
purpose-built the platform to reduce the probability of a miss or human
errors in the incident handling by embedding the Artificial Intelligence to
assign the Risk Score (1-10) to every event. The assignment for the risk
score is delivered by virtue of aggregated Threat Intelligence Feeds,
facilitating the Attack Triage with the Security Orchestration, Automation
and Machine Readable Threat Intelligence to enhance the overall
incident handling capability.
MIR platform can be integrated with the existing SIEM or Big Data
Security Analytics solutions deployed at your organization with the help
of APIs. It is supplied with the readily available use cases of Threat
Intelligence Feeds Integration, Automated Incident Response, custom
built Incident Response Playbooks, threat modelling of your
organization and datasets of event collector. Our professional services
team will assess the current deployment of the SIEM, BDSA, etc. and
fine tune the AI model to the context of your organization at the
deployment. In case you don’t have any SIEM or BDSA deployed at
your site, then MIR can be rolled as a Threat Intelligence Platform
integrating up to seven global feeds vendors. These include threat
intelligence feeds from:
•

Blueliv (www.blueliv.com)

•

Kaspersky (www.kaspersky.com)

•

MalwarePatrol (www.malwarepatrol.net)

•

Webroot (www.webroot.com)

•

AT&T Security (erstwhile AlienVault) (cybersecurity.att.com)

•

IBM (exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com)

•

VirusTotal (www.virustotal.com)

The AI Engine delivers the risk score to every event based on the
characteristics, 3rd party global intelligence feeds and the OSINT (open
source intelligence) of the respective attributes. The IOA/IOP
enrichment for the SOC is delivered by ingesting various attributes from
the Global Threat Intelligence (IOCs) feeds, viz. IP address, Malware
Hash (MD5/SHA), CNC, URLs, Domains from DGA, Bitcoin
Transactions, values.
The risk score of 1-10 serves as the attribute of action criteria in the
incident playbook definitions, also referred to as Attack Triage, thus
enabling the SOC Orchestration for your teams. For example, if the risk
score ranges from 8-10, the prevention action will be automated,
however, if the score is less than 8, then different threat hunting options
are available. We are using global standards for the exchange of
machine-readable threat intelligence for the desired preventative or
hunting action on the security controls, like next-gen firewall, IPS, WAF,
Anti-Virus, DDOS Protector, etc.

Flexible Deployment and Investment Protection

Threat Hunting and Orchestration

We support integration with the SIEM, EDR, Deception Technology
solutions and Big Data Security Analytics by virtue of setting an API
connection for the ingestion of events data. Our platform supports most
integration methods including API standards, SDK methods and also
the STIX/TAXI method of integration. We also support the integration
with the next generation firewalls, IPS, URLF, AV and WAF solutions for
their reconfiguration on the fly as the desired action for the prevention or
containment of an attack. There is no need to replace the existing
solutions of threat detection and security controls for prevention if they
support the API integration. Our solution brings in added flexibility by
being able to consume different formats of IOC consumption and has
been tested with REST API Integration by deploying Python
Connectors. Various file formats are supported for ingestion land
exchange like XML, JSON (JavaScript Object Notification), CSV, CDF,
HTML, Java overlays, CGI/PERL. For other known formats we use the
ELK Plug-in (with Apache Tika Extractor) for the indexing of the
Microsoft PPT, Word, RTF, XLS, Adobe Acrobat. This helps in
integrating to variety of information sources specially government and
federal agencies. Hence, our solutions offer the investment protection.
The threat feeds with file formats like MD5/SHA1 Hashes, PE-32, PE-64
file formats. Apart from that in case you source an intelligence format
that is not currently supported on the platform, we will provide the
professional services for developing a parser, extractor or indexer for
the same.

The platform is integrated with Virus Total, IBM eXchange, AlienVault
OTX, and OSINT for harvesting the information for each of the potential
threat events. Generally, we propose to our customers to harvest the
learnings from the Threat Hunting for the events with a risk score lesser
than 8. The threat hunting dashboard also supports the actions for the
SOC Orchestration for reconfiguring the firewall, URLF, IPS, WAF, AV,
etc. With the EDR solutions, deploying of the Threat Hunting functions
can be customized to reconfigure the policies and profiles, etc. It supports
the integration of various Ticket Management tools, like Service Desk,
Remedy, and Service Now. In the customer setup where there is no
Ticket Management tool, the out-of-box Ticket Management workflow
may be used with the Role Based rollout.
Multi-Tenancy
MIR platform supports the Multi-Tenancy, which makes it a great tool for
the Managed Security Service Providers (MSSP), where the
administrative domains, customer portal, playbooks, assets, integrated
threat feeds are specific to the tenant on the MIR Platform. The MultiTenancy features are delivered either as a part of the MSSP license
bundle or as an add-on license in addition to the Base License for nonMSSP customers.
Geographical Insights

Threat Feeds Integration
The platform receives the events as IOA/IOP from the SIEM or BDSA.
In such case, integrated multiple Global Threat Feeds will be used by
the Multivariate AI Engine to enrich the event with the attribute of Risk
Score. In the customer scenario, where there is neither a SIEM nor
BDSA, the MIR Platform support the implementation of the TIP. As a
TIP, it acts as Aggregator of the multiple threat feeds. The AI engine
looks for the IOC attributes and with assigned weightages of each feed
provider, it helps each IOC with the Risk Score. Although, MIR supports
integration of up to Seven threat feeds. We recommend no more than
Three feeds.

All the Threat Intelligence Feeds ingested on the MIR Platform carry the
IOCs country of origin and target attributes. This helps plotting the Geo
Trends of the IOCs from both views as Source countries of Attacks or the
Destination countries of Attacks depicted as IOCs.
Reports and Real Time Dashboards
MIR offers intuitive, CISO and Security Managers’ friendly real-time
dashboards. These dashboards depict the effective executive summary
views, timeline views, various data charts, graphs substantiated with the
time window filters (like hours, days, weeks, monthly, or yearly) for the
24x7 monitoring. For the reports or understanding trends over time with
historical reports, it supports the PDF reports for the select time windows.

Multivariate AI for Event Enrichment

System Features

We assign the risk scores on the scale of 1-10 for each of the detected
indicator of attack or pivot (IOA/IOP). This score is assigned on the
basis of the characteristics picked by the analytics tools, like SIEM,
BDSA etc., heuristics, and severity of the event classifiers. The risk
score is further fed with the reinforced learning engine to build the
relationships of any previous existing event. The multivariate engine
also considers the threat feeds and OSINT before designating a final
risk score. In most common deployments with 3 different OEM feeds we
support more than 30 attributes or threat intelligence Cyber
Observables. Details in Table-1

The system level features include the following functionalities to support
the large to small scale deployments:
•

Authentication: It allows only strong passwords for the locally
created users, and integration for the 2FA, Microsoft AD, OTP

•

Revision Control: Administrators can take a configuration snapshot
before making changes with the help of revision control.

•

Role Based Access: In a standalone instance the system offers a
single administrative domain and in the multi-tenancy systems its per
tenant. Every administrative supports users in the 3 different roles
similar to that in SOC, like L1 as Operator, L2 as Analyst, and L3 as
Team Leader.

•

Database Management: Certain utilities for the Database
Management have been provisioned in the settings tab of the
Platform. However, advance users with MongoDB Database
Management proficiency may use some advance utilities supported
by the platform for Database Management.

•

SIEM Integrations: MIR platform has ready connectors for Splunk,
ArcSight, AlienVault, RSA Netwitness, IBM QRADR and McAfee
Nitro.

•

Security Controls for Orchestration: NGFW - Cisco, CheckPoint,
Palo Alto Networks, Fortinet; AV – Symantec, Sophos, Trend Micro;
WAF – F5; ICS/IoT – Palo Alto Networks, CheckPoint, Fortinet

•

Two-Way Integration: MIR supports ingestion of Yara and Snort
signatures in Blueliv, Kaspersky Feeds. It also supports the Att&ck
IOCs from MalwarePatrol. While, orchestrating into IPS, and/or AV
engines it can push Snort and/or Yara Signatures, resp.

Comprehensive Incident Response
There are well-defined incident response playbooks giving the options
to the SOC team to orchestrate the action. For example, the admins can
set up a threshold of 8 for the automatic action where the platform will
reconfigure the firewalls, URL filtering solution, WAF, Antivirus hashes,
Router ACLs, and Patterns for an Anti-Bot solution. If the score is
lesser than 8, then the operators' get to the threat hunting dashboard.
Any incidence response done by the platform is fully compliant to all
global standards and processes. We keep a full audit trail of the actions
capturing time of day, date, logged in entity, target device, etc.
Incident Response Playbooks
MIR is shipped with ready-to-use Incident Response Playbooks for the
use cases of Phishing, Brute Force, Volumetric HTTP DDOS,
Ransomware, Golden Ticket, Silver Ticket, APT1, APT12, APT 18,
APT28, APT33, Cobalt Group, DarkHydrus, and Magic Hound. It also
supports the custom playbooks that may be created by combining
various elements. The Playbook Administrator may also copy or clone
any of the out-of-box playbooks, and modify the same to create their
custom playbooks. The owner of the playbook may assign the access,
edit or copy rights to the other users on the Platform within one
administrative domain.
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Blueliv, Kaspersky, MalwarePatrol, etc.). The enrichment of the
events will render a risk score to every event from 1-10, with 1 being
least risky and 10 as most risky. MIR Platform then help in
formulating action in the form of Firewall Rules, URL Filtering Rules,
Bad Domain, Malware File Hash, Att&ck Pattern, Yara Rules, or
Snort Signatures. It also helps in Threat Hunting.

Managed Incident Response Platform is deployed as the key tool of the
Next Generation Security Operations Centre. In the following
architecture it is depicted that Logs, Flows, Packet Captures, etc. are
collected from the Telemetry of the Security, Network, IoT, ICS, and
Systems’ Devices into the SIEM for Event Analysis. The SIEM delivers
the IOA/IOP for the MIR Platform. These IOA/IOP are enriched with the
Global Threat Feeds (like
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Figure 2: Solution Architecture

As mentioned in the previous sections that Managed Incident Response
Platform has out of box integrations with the SIEM, Security Controls,
Network Devices for the ingestion of the logs or the orchestration of the
security devices for the incident response playbooks. In order to enrich
the security events, it ingests the IOCs from 1-3 Global Threat Feeds
aggregated and integrated with the AI computations. The following
pictorial depict most of the out-of-box supported network and security
devices including the

Global Threat Feeds. However, there may be a situation when
either of the Global Intelligence Feed, SIEM or the Security Device,
that customer had procured previously or intending to buy now, is
not supported on MIR. In such case, QOS Team expects the REST
API support by the OEM of the respective solution for the security
integration or for Threat Intelligence exchange, OEM supports API
or STIX/TAXII Integration. Subsequently, QOS will create the
connector in 2 weeks time.
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Figure 3: Supported Platform
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Particulars
Anti-Mining
Bitcoin Blockchain Strings
Bitcoin Transactions
Domain Names Generated via DGAs
Cryptominers
Malicious Domains
Malicious IPs
Command & Control addresses
MITRE ATT&CK
Malware URLs (Sanitized)
Malware (Unsanitized)
Ransomware URLs
Malware Hashes or Binaries
Newly Registered Domains
Phishing
DDoS Attacks (Real-Time)
DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) Resolvers
DNS RPZ Firewall
COVID-19 Newly Registered Domains
Botnet C&C URL Feed
Mobile Botnet C&C URL Feed
Vulnerability Data Feed
APT IoC Feeds
Passive DNS (pDNS) Feed
IoT URL Feed
ICS Hash Data Feed
Mobile Malicious Hash Feed
ICS Hash Feed –
P-SMS Trojan Feed
Yara Signatures
Brand Abuse
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QOS Technology is a company of young, vibrant, and geeky folks with
maverick idiosyncrasies who continues to stay ahead of the latest
innovations in security, developing robust products and platforms to
combat today's advanced cyber threats.
The company also offers Lifecycle Security Services to ensure better
security outcomes through careful strategy formulation, technology
rationalization,
operations
optimization,
and
continuous
measurement.
Managed Incident Response Platform is their first successful product
built with frontline expertise to deliver the automation of Threats Triage,
Machine-Readable Threat Intelligence eXchange, Automated & SemiAutomated Incident Response Playbooks, all delivered through a
single comprehensive platform to enhance SOC effectiveness. The
company advanced in developing India's first Purple Range™, a
hyper-realistic lab-in-the-box to enhance incident response capabilities
to real-life attacks and dramatically improving the security devices, and
human capital performance. Purple Range™ also offers a rich
catalogue of attack scenarios to simulate both Red and Blue Team
skills in a controlled and sandboxed environment. The stage can
additionally be utilized in validating the effectiveness of security
controls, and vulnerability management processes.
As part of Lifecycle Security Services, QOS Technology offers services
like Purple Team Exercises, Red Team Exercises, DDOS Simulations,
SOC Consulting, ICS/SCADA assessment, Cloud Security Solutions,
and Privacy Solutions to keep security tight and right. The company
additionally has a long-standing alliance with technology giants, viz.
RSA, Splunk, Check Point, Palo Alto Networks, Claroty, Guardicore,
Hub Security, and SecuPi to support technologies of a wide range.
Awards & Recognition:
•
Check Point Threat Prevention Award
•
Splunk Revolution Award
•
Check Point APAC Partner Award
Year of Incorporation:
•
2012
Office Locations:
•
•
•
•
•

Bengaluru
Mumbai
Delhi
Kolkata
Richmond

To talk to our Team, write to
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